Dadi Janki – 31.5.19 Evening – GCH, London
The royalty of accuracy
Dadi said one ‘om shanti. The second ‘Om Shanti’ Baba saidi and then you all said ‘om shanti’. Three times we say ‘om
shanti’, then we remember the five virtues that will make us complete with all virtues. Which virtues? Which virtues do
Brahma Kumaris have? The faces and activity of Brahma Kumaris shows that we are the embodiment of renunciation
and tapasya and that we are servers.
Each one understands the part they are playing. When you say ‘I‘, there’s that awareness that I am a soul. I, the soul,
am the form of light and Baba is giving me might and it’s wonderful and everything is right and there is peace.
What class should I give? In America I gave classes and London is no less than America! Your faces reflect that you are
embodiments of renunciation and tapasya. Your practice of meditation is visible and you are accurately on time for
yoga. Not that you arrive late. You are accurate in all virtues: purity, truth, patience…If you didn’t have patience,
everything is rushed and you don’t enjoy anything. Then humility - so there’s no sign of ego. People say: Dadi, your
face is very good. Is it good? What is ‘good’? Dadi is 103 years old!
Dadi doesn’t actually have a birthday (Dadi doesn’t know the actual date of birth). Baba simply says: show your hand in
this way (showing the palm). The fingers are not the same. Each finger does its work accurately at the right time. Like
us, each one is individual. There are maharathis here, elephant riders, no horseriders - in other words, powerful,
courageous.
Dadi doesn’t make the programme. They simply tell me: Dadi you have to go to America. See what Peace Village has
become! As Dadi arrived in America, I congratulated Mohininben, as all American teachers had gathered in Peace
Village. There were not as many as sitting here and the brothers were fewer but they were all very accurate. To be
present on time is very good. There was breakfast every day, lunch for everyone and Mohiniben would come and meet
me in the day and to say good night. Dadi now wants to go to Australia! Dadi will go to Australia and then come back
here to London! Dadi is seeing that the way the seating in the Conference Hall is arranged, she likes it a lot. Very
accurate. Everyone is sitting very accurately.
Jayminiben: Is it pyaar or prem that everyone has for Dadi? Dadi want to embrace everyone because she has the same
intoxication that Meera had. Let Baba be the One looking after your household and be free to do whatever is needed in
his service. Dadi doesn’t have a house. Dadi doesn’t have a home.
Each one has served from their heart in different corners of the world. Everyone is doing service from the heart. Dadi
was sitting in America and all of you were visible to Dadi there! All of you have kept Dadi’s honour. You are Baba’s
children. You are not ordinary. You have the personality. They asked: What is personality? Reality and royalty. They
then asked: What is reality and royalty? Reality is that we don’t do anything for show. Royalty is that we do everything
accurately.
We have the four subjects: gyan, yoga, dharna and service. Some have covered three subjects, some have covered the
subjects through gyan, some through yoga, some through their dharna. In all four subjects of knowledge who feels that
Baba has made you accurate, so that you are real and royal and you give thanks to Baba? All of you are so accurate –
on your seat, present, before time, sitting in remembrance.
Baba has the system of feeding very good tolis. What does that mean – ‘good tolis’? Not the ones made for namesake –
easy, fast - but good tolis.
From your face let that love be visible. Speak less but let your face speak - let your face reflect your virtues. In America
Dadi sat with some sisters in such complete silence. The gathering was in a circle and they took Dadi round and Dadi
gave drishti to each one. They asked me: What is the difference between silence and shanti? Silence is an English
word. Shanti is: let’s go to the land of peace and sit in peace. Shantidham (land of peace) is the place that is beyond
sound (nirwandham), and that is paramdham (the supreme abode). We need to go beyond sound first to reach
paramdham. Nirwandham, shanitdham or paramdham.– which do we go to first? Let everyone become accurate.
Om shanti.

